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We propose a new bi-intuitionistic type theory called Dualized Type Theory (DTT). It is a type theory with perfect intuitionistic duality, and corresponds to a single-sided polarized sequent calculus. We prove DTT strongly normalizing, and prove type preservation. DTT is based on a new propositional bi-intuitionistic logic called Dualized Intuitionistic Logic (DIL) that builds on Pinto and Uustalu’s logic L. DIL is a simplification of L which removes several admissible inference rules from L while maintaining consistency and completeness. Furthermore, DIL is defined using a dualized syntax by labeling formulas and logical connectives with polarities thus reducing the number of inference rules needed to define the logic. We give a direct proof of consistency, but prove completeness by reduction to L.

1 Introduction

Classical logic is rich with duality. Using the De Morgan dualities it is straightforward to prove that conjunction is dual to disjunction and negation is self dual. In addition, it is also possible to prove that $\neg A \land B$ is dual to implication. In intuitionistic logic these dualities are no longer provable, but in [21] Rauszer gives a conservative extension of the Kripke semantics for intuitionistic logic that not only models conjunction, disjunction, negation, and implication, but also the dual to implication, by introducing a new logical connective. The usual interpretation of implication in a Kripke model is as follows:

$[A \rightarrow B]_w = \forall w'. w \leq w' \rightarrow [A]_{w'} \rightarrow [B]_{w'}$

Now Rauszer took the dual of the previous interpretation to obtain the following:

$[A - B]_w = \exists w'. w \leq w' \land \neg [A]_{w'} \land [B]_{w'}$

This is called subtraction or exclusion. Propositional bi-intuitionistic logic is a conservative extension of propositional intuitionistic logic with perfect duality. That is, it contains the logical connectives for disjunction, conjunction, implication, and subtraction, and it is sound and complete with respect to the Rauszer’s extended Kripke semantics.

Propositional bi-intuitionistic (BINT) logic is fairly unknown in computer science. Filinski studied a fragment of BINT logic in his investigation into first class continuations in [12]. Crolard introduced a logic and corresponding type theory called subtractive logic, and showed it can be used to study constructive coroutines in [7, 8]. He initially defined subtractive logic in sequent style with the Dragalin restriction, and then defined the corresponding type theory in natural deduction style by imposing a restriction on Parigot’s $\lambda \mu$-calculus in the form of complex dependency tracking. Just as linear logicians have found – for example in [22] – Pinto and Uustalu were able to show that imposing the Dragalin restriction in subtractive logic results in a failure of cut elimination [20]. They recover cut elimination by
proposing a new BINT logic called L that lifts the Dragalin restriction by labeling formulas and sequents with nodes and graphs respectively; this labeling corresponds to placing constraints on the sequents where the graphs can be seen as abstract Kripke models. Goré et. al. also proposed a new BINT logic that enjoys cut elimination using nested sequents; however it is currently unclear how to define a type theory with nested sequents [14]. Bilinear logic in its intuitionistic form is a linear version of BINT and has been studied by Lambek in [17, 18]. Biasi and Aschieri propose a term assignment to polarized bi-intuitionistic logic in [6]. One can view the polarities of their logic as an internalization of the polarities of the logic we propose in this article. Bellin has studied BINT similar to that of Biasi and Aschieri from a philosophical perspective in [2, 3, 4], and he defined a linear version of Crolard’s subtractive logic for which he was able to construct a categorical model using linear categories in [5].

**Contributions.** The contributions of this paper are a new formulation of Pinto and Uustalu’s BINT labeled sequent calculus L called Dualized Intuitionistic Logic (DIL) and a corresponding type theory called Dualized Type Theory (DTT). DIL is a single-sided polarized formulation of Pinto and Uustalu’s L, and builds on L by removing the following rules (see Section 2 for a complete definition of L):

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash G \cup \{(n_1, n_1)\} \Delta}{\Gamma \vdash G \Delta} \quad \text{REFL}
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma \vdash G \Delta}{\Gamma \vdash G \Delta} \quad \text{TRANS}
\]

\[
\frac{nGn' \quad \Gamma, n : T, n' : T \vdash G \Delta}{\Gamma, n : T \vdash G \Delta} \quad \text{MONL}
\]

\[
\frac{n'Gn \quad \Gamma \vdash G n' : T, n : T, \Delta}{\Gamma \vdash G n : T, \Delta} \quad \text{MONR}
\]

We show that in the absence of the previous rules DIL still maintains consistency and completeness. Furthermore, DIL is defined using a dualized syntax which reduces the number of inference rules needed to define the logic. Again, DIL is a single-sided sequent calculus with multiple conclusions and thus must provide a means of moving conclusions from left to right. This is done in DIL using cuts on hypotheses. We call these types of cuts “axiom cuts.”

Now we consider BINT logic to be the closest extension of intuitionistic logic to classical logic while maintaining constructivity. BINT has two forms of negation, one defined as usual, \(\neg A \overset{\text{def}}{=} A \rightarrow \bot\), and a second defined in terms of subtraction, \(\sim A \overset{\text{def}}{=} \top - A\). The latter we call “non-A”. Now in BINT it is possible to prove \(A \lor \sim A\) for any \(A\) [7]. Furthermore, when the latter is treated as a type in DTT, the inhabitant is a continuation without a canonical form, because the inhabitant contains as a subexpression an axiom cut. Thus, the presence of these continuations prevents the canonicity result for a type theory – like DTT – from holding. Thus, if general cut elimination was a theorem of DIL, then \(A \lor \sim A\) would not be provable. So DIL must contain cuts that cannot be eliminated. This implies that DIL does not enjoy general cut elimination, but all cuts other than axiom cuts can be eliminated. Throughout the sequel we define “cut elimination” as the elimination of all cuts other than axiom cuts, and we call DIL “cut free” with respect to this definition of cut elimination. The latter point is similar to Wadler’s dual calculus [25].

Finally, we present a computer-checked proof – in Agda – of consistency for DIL with respect to Rauszer’s Kripke semantics for BINT logic, prove completeness of DIL by reduction to Pinto and Uustalu’s L, and show type preservation and strong normalization for DTT. We show the latter using a version of Krivine’s classical realizability by translating DIL into a classical logic.

The contributions of this article are subgoals of a larger one. Due to the rich duality in BINT logic we believe it shows promise of being a logical foundation for induction and coinduction, because induc-
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(formulas) \( A, B, C \ ::= \top | \bot | A \supset B | A \prec B | A \land B | A \lor B \)

(graphs) \( G \ ::= \cdot | (n, n') | G, G' \)

(contexts) \( \Gamma \ ::= \cdot | n : A | \Gamma, \Gamma' \)

Figure 1: Syntax of L.

tion is dual to coinduction. Our working hypothesis is that a logical foundation based on intuitionistic
duality will allow the semantic duality between induction and coinduction to be expressed in type the-
ory, yielding a solution to the problems with these important features in existing systems. For example,
Agda restricts how inductive and coinductive types can be nested (see the discussion in [1]), while Coq
supports general mixed inductive and coinductive data, but in doing so, sacrifices type preservation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first introduce Pinto and Uustalu’s L calculus in
Section 2, and then DIL in Section 3. Then we prove DIL consistent and complete (with only axiom
cuts) in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 respectively. Following DIL we introduce DTT in Section 4, and
its metatheory in Section 5. All proofs can be found in a companion report available at [11]. All of the
mathematical content of this paper was typeset with the help of Ott [23].

2 Pinto and Uustalu’s L

In this section we briefly introduce Pinto and Uustalu’s L from [20]. The syntax for formulas, graphs, and
contexts of L are defined in Figure 1 while the inference rules are defined in Figure 2. The formulas
include true and false denoted \( \top \) and \( \bot \) respectively, implication and subtraction denoted \( A \supset B \) and
\( A \prec B \) respectively, and finally, conjunction and disjunction denoted \( A \land B \) and \( A \lor B \) respectively. So
we can see that for every logical connective its dual is a logical connective of the logic. This is what
we meant by BINT containing perfect intuitionistic duality in the introduction. Sequents have the form
\( \Gamma \vdash_G n : A, \Delta \), where \( \Gamma \) and \( \Delta \) are multisets of formulas labeled by a node, \( G \) is the abstract Kripke model
or sometimes referred to as simply the graph of the sequent, and \( n \) is a node in \( G \).

Graphs are treated as sets of edges and we denote \( (n_1, n_2) \in G \) by \( n_1 Gn_2 \). Furthermore, we denote
the union of two graphs \( G \) and \( G' \) as \( G \cup G' \). Now each formula present in a sequent is labelled with
a node in the graph. This labeling is denoted \( n : A \) and should be read as the formula \( A \) is true at the
node \( n \). We denote the operation of constructing the list of nodes in a graph or context by \( |G| \) and \( |\Gamma| \)
respectively. The reader should note that it is possible for some nodes in the sequent to not appear in
the graph. For example, the sequent \( n : A \vdash n : A, \cdot \) is a derivable sequent. Now the complete graph can
always be recovered if needed by using the graph structural rules REFL, TRANS, MONL, and MONR.

The labeling on formulas essentially adds constraints to the set of Kripke models. This is evident in
the proof of consistency for DIL in Section 3.1; see the definition of validity. Consistency of L is stated
in [20] without a detailed proof, but is proven complete with respect to Rauszer’s Kripke semantics using
a counter model construction. In Section 3 we give a translation of the formulas of L into the formulas of
DIL, and in Section 3.2 we will give a translation of the rest of L into DIL which will be used to conclude
completeness of DIL.

3 Dualized Intuitionistic Logic (DIL)

The syntax for polarities, formulas, and graphs of DIL is defined in Figure 3 where \( a \) ranges over
atomic formulas. The following definition shows that DIL’s formulas are simply polarized versions of
Figure 2: Inference Rules for L.
(polarities) $p ::= + | -$
(formulas) $A, B, C ::= a | (p) | A \rightarrow_p B | A \land B$
(graphs) $G ::= \cdot | n \leq_p n' | G, G'$
(contexts) $\Gamma ::= \cdot | pA @ n | \Gamma, \Gamma'$

**Figure 3:** Syntax for DIL.

$$
\frac{G \vdash n \leq^*_p n'}{G; \Gamma, pA @ n, \Gamma' \vdash pA @ n'} \text{ AX}
$$
$$
\frac{G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n}{G; \Gamma \vdash p(A \land pB) @ n} \text{ AND}
$$
$$
\frac{G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n'}{G; \Gamma \vdash p(A \rightarrow pB) @ n} \text{ UNIT}
$$

$$
\frac{G; \Gamma \vdash p(A \rightarrow pB) @ n}{G; \Gamma \vdash +B @ n'} \text{ IMPBAR}
$$
$$
\frac{\neg B \not\in |G|, |\Gamma|}{G; \Gamma \vdash -B @ n'} \text{ IMP}
$$

**Figure 4:** Inference Rules for DIL.

L’s formulas.

**Definition 1.** The following defines a translation of formulas of L to formulas of DIL:

$$
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash n \leq p n' & \quad \text{if } n \leq p n' \\
\Gamma \vdash n \leq - p n' & \quad \text{if } n \leq - p n'
\end{align*}
$$

We represent graphs as lists of edges denoted $n \leq p n'$, with opposite of a polarity $p$ by $\bar{p}$. This is defined by $+ = -$ and $- = +$. The inference rules for DIL are in Figure 4.

The sequent has the form $G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n$ which when $p$ is positive (resp. negative) can be read as the formula $A$ is true (resp. false) at node $n$ in the context $\Gamma$ with respect to the graph $G$. Note that to the metavariable $d$ in the premise of the ANDBAR rule ranges over the set $\{1, 2\}$ and prevents the need for two rules. The inference rules depend on a reachability judgment that provides a means of proving when a node is reachable from another within some graph $G$. This judgment is defined in Figure 4. In addition, the IMP rule depends on the operations $|G|$ and $|\Gamma|$ which simply compute the list of all the nodes in $G$ and $\Gamma$ respectively. The condition $n' \not\in |G|, |\Gamma|$ in the IMP rule is required for consistency.

The most interesting inference rules of DIL are the rules for implication and coimplication from Figure 4. Let us consider these two rules in detail. These rules mimic the definitions of the interpretation of implication and coimplication in a Kripke model. The IMP rule states that the formula $p(A \rightarrow pB)$ holds at node $n$ if assuming $pA @ n'$ for an arbitrary node $n'$ reachable from $n$, then $pB @ n'$ holds. Notice that when $p$ is positive $n'$ will be a future node, but when $p$ is negative $n'$ will be a past node. Thus,
Definition 3. In a Kripke model.

Theorem 1. Consistency of DIL

Before moving on to proving consistency and completeness of DIL, we first show that the formula $A \land \sim A$ has a proof in DIL that contains a cut that cannot be eliminated. This also serves as an example of a derivation in DIL. Consider the following where we leave off the reachability derivations for clarity and $\Gamma' \equiv \neg (A \land \sim A) @ n, \neg A @ n$:

Now using only an axiom cut we may conclude the following derivation:

The reader should take notice to the fact that all cuts within the previous two derivations are axiom cuts, where the inner most cut uses the hypothesis of the outer cut. Therefore, neither can be eliminated.

3.1 Consistency of DIL

In this section we prove consistency of DIL with respect to Rauszer’s Kripke semantics for BINT logic. All of the results in this section have been formalized in the Agda proof assistant\footnote{Agda source code is available at \url{https://github.com/headers/DIL-consistency}}. We begin by first defining a Kripke frame.

Definition 2. A Kripke frame is a pair $(W, R)$ of a set of worlds $W$, and a preorder $R$ on $W$.

Then we extend the notion of a Kripke frame to include an evaluation for atomic formulas resulting in a Kripke model.

Definition 3. A Kripke model is a tuple $(W, R, V)$, such that, $(W, R)$ is a Kripke frame, and $V$ is a binary monotone relation on $W$ and the set of atomic formulas of DIL.

Now we can interpret formulas in a Kripke model as follows:
Definition 4. The interpretation of the formulas of DIL in a Kripke model \((W, R, V)\) is defined by recursion on the structure of the formula as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \top \rrbracket_w &= \top \\
\llbracket \bot \rrbracket_w &= \bot \\
\llbracket a \rrbracket_w &= V_w a \\
\llbracket A \land B \rrbracket_w &= \llbracket A \rrbracket_w \land \llbracket B \rrbracket_w \\
\llbracket A \lor B \rrbracket_w &= \llbracket A \rrbracket_w \lor \llbracket B \rrbracket_w \\
\llbracket A \rightarrow B \rrbracket_w &= \forall w' \in W. Rww' \rightarrow \llbracket A \rrbracket_{w'} \rightarrow \llbracket B \rrbracket_{w'} \\
\llbracket A \leftarrow B \rrbracket_w &= \exists w' \in W. Rww' \land \neg \llbracket A \rrbracket_{w'} \land \llbracket B \rrbracket_{w'}
\end{align*}
\]

The interpretation of formulas really highlights the fact that implication is dual to coimplication. Monotonicity holds for this interpretation.

Lemma 5 (Monotonicity). Suppose \((W, R, V)\) is a Kripke model, \(A\) is some DIL formula, and \(w, w' \in W\). Then \(Rww'\) and \(\llbracket A \rrbracket_w\) imply \(\llbracket A \rrbracket_{w'}\).

At this point we must set up the mathematical machinery which allows for the interpretation of sequents in a Kripke model. This will require the interpretation of graphs, and hence, nodes. We interpret nodes as worlds in the model using a function we call a node interpreter.

Definition 6. Suppose \((W, R, V)\) is a Kripke model and \(S\) is a set of nodes of an abstract Kripke model \(G\). Then a node interpreter on \(S\) is a function from \(S\) to \(W\).

Now using the node interpreter we can interpret edges as statements about the reachability relation in the model. Thus, the interpretation of a graph is just the conjunction of the interpretation of its edges.

Definition 7. Suppose \((W, R, V)\) is a Kripke model, \(G\) is an abstract Kripke model, and \(N\) is a node interpreter on the set of nodes of \(G\). Then the interpretation of \(G\) in the Kripke model is defined by recursion on the structure of the graph as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \emptyset \rrbracket_N &= \top \\
\llbracket n_1 \lll n_2, G \rrbracket_N &= R(Nn_1)(Nn_2) \land \llbracket G \rrbracket_N \\
\llbracket n_1 \llr n_2, G \rrbracket_N &= R(Nn_2)(Nn_1) \land \llbracket G \rrbracket_N
\end{align*}
\]

Now we can prove that if a particular reachability judgment holds, then the interpretation of the nodes are reachable in the model.

Lemma 8 (Reachability Interpretation). Suppose \((W, R, V)\) is a Kripke model, and \(\llbracket G \rrbracket_N\) for some abstract Kripke graph \(G\). Then

i. if \(G \vdash n_1 \lll n_2\), then \(R(Nn_1)(Nn_2)\), and
ii. if \(G \vdash n_1 \llr n_2\), then \(R(Nn_2)(Nn_1)\).

We now have everything we need to interpret abstract Kripke models. The final ingredient to the interpretation of sequents is the interpretation of contexts.

Definition 9. If \(F\) is some meta-logical formula, we define \(pF\) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket + F \rrbracket &= F \\
\llbracket - F \rrbracket &= \neg \llbracket F \rrbracket
\end{align*}
\]

Definition 10. Suppose \((W, R, V)\) is a Kripke model, \(\Gamma\) is a context, and \(N\) is a node interpreter on the set of nodes in \(\Gamma\). The interpretation of \(\Gamma\) in the Kripke model is defined by recursion on the structure of the context as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \emptyset \rrbracket_N &= \top \\
\llbracket pA \land n, \Gamma \rrbracket_N &= p[\llbracket A \rrbracket_{(Nn)}] \land \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_N
\end{align*}
\]

Combining these interpretations results in the following definition of validity.
Definition 11. Suppose \((W,R,V)\) is a Kripke model, \(\Gamma\) is a context, and \(N\) is a node interpreter on the set of nodes in \(\Gamma\). The interpretation of sequents is defined as follows:

\[
\llbracket G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n \rrbracket_N = \text{if } \llbracket G \rrbracket_N \text{ and } \llbracket \Gamma \rrbracket_N, \text{ then } p\llbracket A \rrbracket_{(Nn)}. \]

Notice that in the definition of validity the graph \(G\) is interpreted as a set of constraints imposed on the set of Kripke models, thus reinforcing the fact that the graphs on sequents really are abstract Kripke models. Finally, using the previous definition of validity we can prove consistency.

Theorem 12 (Consistency). Suppose \(G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n\). Then for any Kripke model \((W,R,V)\) and node interpreter \(N\) on \(|G|\), \(\llbracket G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n \rrbracket_N\).

3.2 Completeness of DIL

In this section we prove that every derivable sequent in \(L\) can be translated to a derivable sequent of \(DIL\). We will call a sequent in \(L\) a \(L\)-sequent and a sequent in \(DIL\) a \(DIL\)-sequent. Throughout this section we assume without loss of generality that all \(L\)-sequents have non-empty right-hand sides. That is, for every \(L\)-sequent, \(\Gamma \vdash_G \Delta\), we assume that \(\Delta \neq \cdot\). We do not lose generality because it is possible to prove that \(\Gamma \vdash_G \cdot\) holds if and only if \(\Gamma \vdash_G n : \bot\) for any node \(n\) (proof omitted).

Along the way, we will see admissibility of the analogues of the rules we mentioned in Section 3. The proof of consistency was with respect to \(DIL\) including the cut rule, but we prove completeness with respect to \(DIL\) where the general cut rule has been replaced with the following two inference rules, which can be seen as restricted instances of the cut rule:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
pB @ n' \in (\Gamma, pA @ n) \quad G; \Gamma, pB @ n' \vdash pA @ n' \\
\hline
G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n
\end{array}
\]

\text{ACUT}

\[
\begin{array}{c}
pB @ n' \in (\Gamma, pA @ n) \quad G; \Gamma, pA @ n \vdash pB @ n' \\
\hline
G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n
\end{array}
\]

\text{ACUTBAR}

Note that we will use admissible rules as if they are inference rules of the logic throughout the sequel. These two rules are required for the following crucial lemma.

Lemma 13 (Left-to-Right). If \(G; \Gamma_1, pA @ n, \Gamma_2 \vdash \overline{pB} @ n'\) is derivable, then so is \(G; \Gamma_1, pB @ n' \vdash pA @ n\).

We mentioned above that \(DIL\) avoids analogs of a number of rules from \(L\). To be able to translate every derivable sequent of \(L\) to \(DIL\), we must show admissibility of those rules in \(DIL\).

Lemma 14 (Reflexivity). If \(G, m \preceq m; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n\) is derivable, then so is \(G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n\).

Lemma 15 (Transitivity). If \(G, n_1 \preceq n_3; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n\) is derivable, \(n_1 \preceq n_2 \in G\) and \(n_2 \preceq n_3 \in G\), then \(G; \Gamma \vdash pA @ n\) is derivable.

Lemma 16 (AndL). If \(G; \Gamma, pA @ n \vdash pB @ n\) is derivable, then \(G; \Gamma \vdash p(A \land B) @ n\) is derivable.

Lemma 17 (MonoL). If \(G; \Gamma, pA @ n_1, pA @ n_2, \Gamma' \vdash pB @ n'\) is derivable and \(n_1 \preceq n_2 \in G\), then \(G; \Gamma, pA @ n_1, \Gamma' \vdash pB @ n'\) is derivable.

Lemma 18 (MonoR). If \(G; \Gamma, pA @ n_1, \Gamma' \vdash pA @ n_2\) and \(n_1 \preceq n_2 \in G\), then \(G; \Gamma, \Gamma' \vdash pA @ n_2\) is derivable.

There are a number of other admissible rules that the results in this section depend on, all of which, can be found in the companion report [11].

We now have everything we need to prove that every derivable sequent of \(L\) can be translated to a derivable sequent in \(DIL\). The proof technique we use here does not provide an algorithm taking a
sequent of L and yielding a derivable sequent in DIL. Such an algorithm would have to choose a particular conclusion in the L-sequent to be the active formula of the DIL-sequent, but this is quite difficult. Instead we show that all possible conclusions in the L-sequent can be chosen to be active and yield a derivable DIL-sequent.

Using the translation of formulas given in Definition 1 we can easily translate contexts. Right contexts $\Gamma$ in L are translated to positive hypotheses, while left contexts, not including the formula chosen as the active formula, are translated into negative hypotheses. The following definition defines the translation of both types of contexts.

**Definition 19.** We extend the translation of formulas to contexts $\Gamma$ and $\Delta$ with respect to a polarity $p$ as follows:

$\Gamma, \neg p = \cdot$

$\Gamma n : A, \Gamma \neg p = pA @ n, \Gamma \neg p$

Abstract Kripke models are straightforward to translate.

**Definition 20.** We define the translation of graphs $G$ in L to graphs in DIL as follows:

$\Gamma, \neg = \cdot$

$\Gamma(n_1, n_2), G = n_1 \leq^+ n_2, \Gamma G$

The previous definition implies the following result:

**Lemma 21 (Reachability).** If $n_1 G n_2$, then $\Gamma G \vdash n_1 \leq^+ n_2$.

The translation of a derivable L-sequent is a DIL-sequent which requires a particular formula as the active formula. We define such a translation in the following definition.

**Definition 22.** An activation of a derivable L-sequent $\Gamma \vdash G \Delta$ is a DIL-sequent $\Gamma G; \Gamma \neg, \Gamma \neg, \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \vdash + A @ n$, where $\Delta = \Delta_1, n : A, \Delta_2$.

Finally, the following theorem is the main result showing that any activation of a derivable L-sequent is derivable in DIL.

**Theorem 23 (Containment of L in DIL).** If $\Gamma G; \Gamma \neg, \Gamma \neg, \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \vdash + A @ n$ is an activation of the derivable L-sequent $\Gamma \vdash G \Delta$, then $\Gamma G; \Gamma \neg, \Gamma \neg, \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \vdash + A @ n$ is derivable.

**Corollary 24 (Completeness).** DIL is complete.

*Proof.* Completeness of L is proved in [20], and by Theorem 23 we know that every derivable sequent of L is derivable in DIL.

---

### 4 Dualized Type Theory (DTT)

In this section we give DIL a term assignment yielding Dualized Type Theory (DTT). First, we introduce DTT, and give several examples illustrating how to program in DTT. Then we present the metatheory of DTT.

The syntax for DTT is defined in Figure 6. Polarities, types, and graphs are all the same as they were in DIL. Contexts differ only by the addition of labeling each hypothesis with a variable. Terms, denoted $t$, consist of introduction forms, together with cut terms $\nu x.t \cdot t$. We denote variables as $x, y, z, \ldots$. The symbol $\mu$ usually denotes cut, but we have reserved that symbol – indexed by a polarity – to be used with inductive (positive polarity) and coinductive (negative polarity) types in future work.
Then we can construct the following typing derivation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash & \text{triv} : \langle t, t' \rangle \\
D_1 & \overset{\text{def}}{=} G; \Gamma \vdash \lambda x.t : (+A \rightarrow B) @ n \\
D_2 & \overset{\text{def}}{=} G; \Gamma \vdash t' : +A @ n \\
\Gamma' & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \Gamma, y : -B @ n
\end{align*}
\]

Then we can construct the following typing derivation:
The following rule is admissible:

\[
\frac{\nu z.\lambda x.t \cdot \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \leadsto v z.[t_1/x]t \cdot t_2}{\text{RIMP}} \quad \frac{\nu z.(t_1, t_2) \cdot \lambda x.t \leadsto v z.t_2 \cdot \langle t_1/x \rangle t}{\text{RIMPBAR}}
\]

\[
\frac{v z.(t_1, t_2) \cdot \text{in}_1 t \leadsto v z.t_1 \cdot t}{\text{RAND1}} \quad \frac{v z.(t_1, t_2) \cdot \text{in}_2 t \leadsto v z.t_2 \cdot t}{\text{RAND2}}
\]

\[
\frac{v z.\text{in}_1 t \cdot \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \leadsto v z.t \cdot t_1}{\text{RANDBAR1}} \quad \frac{v z.\text{in}_2 t \cdot \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \leadsto v z.t \cdot t_2}{\text{RANDBAR2}}
\]

\[
\frac{x \not\in \text{FV}(t)}{v z.x.t \cdot x \leadsto i}{\text{RRET}} \quad \frac{v z.(v x.t_1 \cdot t_2) \cdot t \leadsto v z.[t/x]t_1 \cdot [t/x]t_2}{\text{RBETA1}}
\]

\[
\frac{v z.c \cdot (v x.t_1 \cdot t_2) \leadsto v z.[c/x]t_1 \cdot [c/x]t_2}{\text{RBETA2}}
\]

Figure 8: Reduction Rules for DTT.

Implication was indeed eliminated, yielding the conclusion.

There is some intuition one can use while thinking of this style of programming. In [15] Kimura and Tatsuta explain how we can think of positive variables as input ports, and negative variables as output ports. Clearly, these notions are dual. Then a cut of the form \( v z.t \cdot t' \) can be intuitively understood as a device capable of routing information. We think of this term as first running the term \( t \), and then plugging its value into the continuation \( t' \). Thus, negative terms are continuations. Now consider the instance of the previous term \( v z.t \cdot y \) where \( t \) is a positive term and \( y \) is a negative variable (an output port). This can be intuitively understood as after running \( t \), route its value through the output port \( y \). Now consider the instance \( v z.t \cdot z \). This term can be understood as after running the term \( t \), route its value through the output part \( z \), but then capture this value as the return value. Thus, the cut term reroutes output ports into the actual return value of the cut.

There is one additional bit of intuition we can use when thinking about programming in DTT. We can think of cuts of the form \( v z.\langle \lambda x_1 \cdots \lambda x_i.t \rangle \cdot \langle t_1, t_2, \cdots, t_i, z \rangle \cdots \) as an abstract machine, where \( \lambda x_1 \cdots \lambda x_i.t \) is the functional part of the machine, and \( \langle t_1, t_2, \cdots, t_i, z \rangle \cdots \) is the stack of inputs the abstract machine will apply the function to ultimately routing the final result of the application through \( z \), but rerouting this into the return value. This intuition is not new, but was first observed by Curien and Herbelin in [9]; see also [10].

Similarly to the eliminator for implication we can define the eliminator for disjunction in the form of the usual case analysis. Suppose \( G; \Gamma \vdash t : + (A \land B) \to n \), \( G; \Gamma, x : + A \to n \vdash t_1 : + C \to n \), and \( G; \Gamma, x : + B \to n \vdash t_2 : + C \to n \) are all admissible. Then we can derive the usual eliminator for disjunction. Define \( \text{case}_{\mathit{if}} x.t_1 \cdot t_2 \mathrel{\overset{\text{def}}{=}} \nu z_0. (v z_1. (v z_2. \langle z_1, z_2 \rangle) \cdot (v x.t_2 \cdot z_0)) \cdot (v x.t_1 \cdot z_0) \). Then we have the following result.

**Lemma 25.** The following rule is admissible:
Lemma 26 (Type Preservation). If $G; \Gamma \vdash t : pA @ n$, and $t \leadsto t'$, then $G; \Gamma \vdash t' : pA @ n$.

A more substantial property is strong normalization of reduction for typed terms. To prove this result, we will prove a stronger property, namely strong normalization for reduction of terms which are typable using the system of classical typing rules in Figure 9 [7]. This is justified by the following easy result (proof omitted), where $\Gamma^\top$ just drops the world annotations from assumptions in $\Gamma$:

Theorem 27. If $G; \Gamma \vdash t : pA @ n$, then $\Gamma^\top \vdash t : pA$
Let \( \text{SN} \) be the set of terms which are strongly normalizing with respect to the reduction relation. Let \( \text{Var} \) be the set of term variables, and let us use \( x \) and \( y \) as metavariables for variables. We will prove strong normalization for classically typed terms using a version of Krivine’s classical realizability [16]. We define three interpretations of types in Figure 10. The definition is by mutual induction, and can be the set of term variables, and let us use \( x \) and \( y \) as metavariables for variables. We will prove strong normalization for classically typed terms using a version of Krivine’s classical realizability [16].

**Lemma 28** (Step interpretations). If \( t \in [A]^+ \) and \( t \rightarrow t' \), then \( t' \in [A]^+ \); and similarly if \( t \in [A]^− \) or \( t \in [A]^{+c} \).

**Lemma 29** (SN interpretations).

1. \([A]^+ \subseteq \text{SN}\)
2. \(\text{Var} \subseteq [A]^−\)
3. \([A]^− \subseteq \text{SN}\)
4. \([A]^{+c} \subseteq \text{SN}\)

**Definition 30** (Interpretation of contexts). \([\Gamma] \) is the set of substitutions \( \sigma \) such that for all \( x : pA \in \Gamma \), \( \sigma(x) \in [A]^p \).

**Lemma 31** (Canonical positive is positive). \([A]^{+c} \subseteq [A]^+\)

**Theorem 32** (Soundness). If \( \Gamma \vdash_c t : pA \) then for all \( \sigma \in [\Gamma] \), \( \sigma t \in [A]^p \).

**Proof.** We consider one interesting case (see the companion report for all the cases). Define \( \delta(t) \) to be the length of the longest reduction sequence from \( t \) to a normal form, for \( t \in \text{SN} \).

\[
\frac{\Gamma, x : +A \vdash C \Gamma, y : +A \vdash C \frac{\text{CLASSICUT}}{\Gamma \vdash_c \forall x.t1 \cdot t2 : -A}}{\Gamma, x : +A \vdash_c t1 : +B \quad \Gamma, y : +A \vdash_c t2 : -B}
\]

It suffices to consider arbitrary \( y \in \text{Var} \) and \( t' \in [A]^{+c} \), and show \( \forall y.t' \cdot (\forall x.\sigma t1 \cdot \sigma t2) \in \text{SN} \). By the IH and part 2 of Lemma 29, we have \( \sigma t1 \in [B]^+ \) and \( \sigma t2 \in [B]^- \), which implies \( \sigma t1 \in \text{SN} \) and \( \sigma t2 \in \text{SN} \) by Lemma 29 again. We proceed by inner induction on \( \delta(t') + \delta(\sigma t1) + \delta(\sigma t2) \), using Lemma 28 to show that all one-step successors of \( \forall y.t' \cdot (\forall x.\sigma t1 \cdot \sigma t2) \) are in \( \text{SN} \). If it is \( t' \), \( \sigma t1 \), or \( \sigma t2 \) which steps, then the result holds by inner IH. The only other reduction possible is by \( \text{RETAR} \), since \( t' \) cannot be a cut term by the definition of \([A]^{+c}\). In this case, the IH gives us \([t'/x] \sigma t1 \in [B]^+ \) and \([t'/x] \sigma t2 \in [B]^- \), and we then have \( \forall y.(t'/x) (\forall x.\sigma t1) \cdot (t'/x) (\forall x.\sigma t2) \in \text{SN} \) by the definition of \([B]^+ \).

**Corollary 33** (Strong Normalization). If \( G; \Gamma \vdash t : pA @ n \), then \( t \in \text{SN} \).
Dualized Type Theory

Proof. This follows easily by putting together Theorems 27 and 32 with Lemma 29.

Corollary 34 (Cut Elimination). If \( G; \Gamma \vdash t : pA \circ n \), then there is normal \( t' \) with \( t \rightsquigarrow^* t' \) and \( t' \) containing only cut terms of the form \( \nu x.y \cdot t \) or \( \nu x.t \cdot y \), for \( y \) a variable.

Lemma 35 (Local Confluence). The reduction relation of Figure 8 is locally confluent.

Proof. We may view the reduction rules as higher-order pattern rewrite rules. It is easy to confirm that all critical pairs (e.g., between RBETA and the rules RIMP, RIMPBAR, RAND1, RANDBAR1, RAND2, and RANDBAR2) are joinable. Local confluence then follows by the higher-order critical pair lemma [19].

Theorem 36 (Confluence for Typable Terms). The reduction relation restricted to terms typable in DTT is confluent.

Proof. Suppose \( G; \Gamma \vdash t : pA \circ n \) for some \( G, \Gamma, p, \) and \( A \). By Lemma 26, any reductions in the unrestricted reduction relation from \( t \) are also in the reduction relation restricted to typable terms. The result now follows from Newman’s Lemma, using Lemma 35 and Theorem 33.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a new type theory for bi-intuitionistic logic. We began with a compact dualized formulation of this logic, Dualized Intuitionistic Logic (DIL), and showed soundness with respect to a standard Kripke semantics (in Agda), and completeness with respect to Pinto and Uustalu’s system L. We then presented Dualized Type Theory (DTT), and showed type preservation, strong normalization, and confluence for typable terms. Future work includes further additions to DTT, for example with polymorphism and inductive types. It would also be interesting to obtain a Canonicity Theorem as in [24], identifying some set of types where closed normal forms are guaranteed to be canonical values (as canonicity fails in general in DIL/DTT, as in other bi-intuitionistic systems).
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